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In this contribution a dynamical stability of thin periodic plates is considered. For 
this purpose the tolerance averaging, developed for periodic composites and 
structurcs in the book (8], is applied to the known Kirchhoff-type plate equation. 
This method leads to averaged models taking inte account the length-scale ejfect 
on the overall plate behaviour. It was presented for thin periodic plates in [3]. 
Here, applications to a dynamical stability of those plates will be shown. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The main object of this paper is a thin plate whose structure is periodic in planes 
parallel to the plate midplane. Plates of this kind are composed of many identical small 
elements, (Fig. 1 ), treated as thin plates with spans /1, / 2, and called periodicity cells. 

Fig 1. Fragment of thin plate with periodic stmcture 

Analysis of the effect of the periodicity cell size, called the length-scale effect, on 
the overall plate behaviour is very interesting. But in generał, the exact equations of the 
plate theory are too complicated to apply to investigations of engineering problems, 
because they comprise highly oscillating, non-continuous, periodic coefficients. Thus, 
many simplified models were proposed. In these averaged models periodic plates are 
represented by certain homogeneous plate structures with constant homogenised 
rigidities and averaged mass densities (cf. Caillerie [2], Kohn and Vogelius [5]). 
Unfortunately, in the most of averaged models the length-scale effect is neglected. 

To investigate this effect on the overall plate behaviour the new model of periodic 
Kirchhoff-type plates was proposed by Jędrysiak [3], where the goveming equations of 
the length-scale models were derived. These models are based on generał formulations 
of the tolerance averaging method developed for periodic composites and structures by 
Woźniak and Wierzbicki in the book [8]. In the aforementioned papers it was presented 
that the length-scale effect plays a crucial role in dynamie processes and also in certain 
stationary problems, e. g. in a plate buckling. Similar problems of periodic wavy-plates 
were analysed by Michalak [6]. 

The main aim of the contribution is to show that the length-scale effect can not be 
neglected in a dynamie stability of thin periodic plates. In order to illustrate this thesis 
a periodic plate band with span L along x1-axis will be investigated. A similar problem 
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for periodic Reissner-type plates was presented by Baron ( 1]. 

2. POUNDA TIONS 

2.1. PRELIMINAR!ES 

Introduce the orthogonal Cartesian co-ordinate system in the physical space 
denoted by Ox1x 2x3• Let indices a, P, ... (i,j, ... ) run over 1, 2 (1, 2, 3); A, B, ... run over 
1, ... , N. Summation convention holds for all aforementioned indices. Setting X=(x1„l'2) 

and Z=X3 we assume that the region 0={(x,z):-h(x)/2<z<h(x)/2, xEil} is occupied by the 
undeformed plate, where n is the midplane and h(x) is the plate thickness at the point 
xEIT. Denote by f.,:=(-l1/2,li/2)x(-lzf2,li/2) the periodicity cell on the Ox 1x2 piane, where 

li, l2 are the cell length dimensions along x1-, Xz-axis. Define by I= .Jt? + tł the 

parameter describing the size of the cell, which is assumed to be sufficiently small 
compared to the minimum characteristic length dimension of Il and sufficiently large 
compared to the maximum plate thickness (hmax<</<<L0 ). Thus, this parameter is called 
the mesostructure parameter. We shall assume that h is a Li-periodic function in x and 
all materiał and inertial properties of the plate, e. g. a mass density p=p(x,z) and elastic 
moduli ai.ik1=aiikt(x,z), are also Li-periodic functions in x and even functions in z, cf. [3]. 
Periodic plates with the structure will be called mesoperiodic plates. Moreover, Jet w be 
a plate deflection and p·, p+ be loadings in the z-axis direction on the upper and lower 
plate boundaries. The non-zero terms of the elastic moduli tensor are denoted by aapyfo 

aap33, a3333; denote also Capy0=Ga[3ys-au1333lly&33(a3333)"
1
• The considerations are based on 

the well-known Kirchhoff plate theory assumptions. Introduce the following ó-periodic 
functions of the mean plate properties - mass density, bending stiffnesses 

r/2 
µ= pdz, 

h/2 

- f/2 2 
dupy& = Z Caf3yodz. 

h/2 

The known modelling procedure of Kirchhoff plate theory for mesoperiodic plates leads 
to the well known fourth order differentia! equation with highly oscillating ó-periodic 
coefficients, which takes the following form 

where p-=p++p·; Naf3 (a, P=l, 2) are constant forces in the plate midplane. 

2.2. INTRODUCTORYCONCEPTS 

(1) 

In order to take into account the length-scale effect we will adapt the tolerance 
averaging method developed by Woźniak and Wierzbicki [8] for periodic composites, 
to derive averaged goveming equations of periodic plates. In the framework of the 
method we use some additional concepts as e. g. an averaging operator, a tolerance 
system, a slowly varying function, a periodic-like function and an oscillating function, 
which are detaily explained in the book [8]. 

Define by Li(x) =Li+x a periodicity cell at xEil6, nL\={x: xEil, ~(x)cfl}. In the 
analysis of periodic structures we use the known averaging operator (cf. [8, 3]): 
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< cp > (x) == (M2t1 1 cp(y)dy, 
(x) 

XE IL., (2) 

for an arbitrary integrable function cp defined on II. If cp is a periodic function in x its 
averaged value obtained from (2) is constant. We shall tacitly assume that all functions 
under consideration satisfy required regularity conditions. 

Now, some introductory concepts will be reminded. Denote by T a certain 
mapping ( callcd a tolerance system), which assigns to every quantity under 
consideration w hat is called tolerance parameter ( cf. [8]). The continuous function \fi, 
defined on Il, will be called a s/owfy va,ying Junction, if for every X1, X2E TI such 
that llx 1-x2ll5/ it holds the following condition F(x1)=:=F'(x2). We shall write FeSV(1) if F 
and all its derivatives are slowly varying functions. Let for every xe TI a symbol fx 
stand for a certain continuous ~-periodic function. The continuous function J will be 

called a periodic-likeJunction if for every ye Il such that llx-yll5l it holds the condition 
.fCY)=fx(y). If derivatives of the functionJhold similar conditions we will write JEPL(1). 
It can be shown ([8]) that averaging (2) of periodic-like function is a slowly varying 
function. A periodic-like functionJ will be called an oscillating Junction if it holds the 
condition <µJ>(x)=.0 for every xeIIó, where µ is a positive value ~-periodic function. 
The set of os.cillating periodic-Iike functions with the weight µ is denoted by PLµ(1). 

The modelling procedure of the tolerance averaging is based on lemrnas and 
assertions, which were formulated and proved in the book [8] using the above concepts. 

2.3. MODELL/NG PROCEDURE 

In the modelling procedure we formulate the additional assumption. 
The ConJormability Assumption (CA). lt is assumed that the deflection 11(,t) of the 

plate midplane under consideration is periodic-like function, w(-,t)ePL(l), i. e. the 
deflcction is conformable to a periodic plate structure. This condition may be violated 
only near the boundary of a plate. 

The modelling procedure of the tolerance averaging can be divided into four steps. 
1 ° The averaging part of deflection is d::fined by serting W=<µ> -I <µw>; where µ 

is the mass dcnsity of the plate. Because of wEPL(]) we have that WESV(]). Thus, the 
dccomposition is obtained w=W+v, where VEPLµ(1) is called the deflection 
disturbance, and holds the condition <µV>=O. The averaged part of deflection W will be 
called a macrodeflection. 

2° We formulate the periodic problem (cf. [8, 3]) on A(x) for Vx being a li-periodic 
approximation of von a cell A(x) at xEIIÓ. Function Vx holds the condition <µVx>=O. 

3 ° It is formulated the Galerkin approximation of the above periodic problem by 
introducing the system of N linear-independent A-periodic functions gA, A=l, ... ,N, such 
that <µgA>=O, and by setting vx(y,t)=gA(y)Q\x,t), where yE~(x), xeTió; Q4eSV(1) are 
new kinematic unknowns. Functions g1 are called mode-shape functions and have to 
approximate the expected form of the oscillating part of free vibration modes of the 
li-periodic strncture of the plate, cf. [8, 3]. Moreover, values of these functions are 
assumed to satisfy conditions z-1gAO, g{(·),/g,!13 (-) E (XJ). 

4 ° After some manipulations we arrive at the equation for the macrodeflection W 
and equations for kinematic unknowns Q4. 
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These equations are derived without the assumption introduced in [3] that in terms 
N a.f3 w,a.p the deflection w can be replaced by the macrodeflection W. 

3. GOVERNING EQUATIONS 

Applying the above procedure, under the following denotations: 

D -< d > DA -< d gA > DAB _< d A s > hAs z-2 A s a./3yo = a/3yo , a./3 = a./3yo ,y6 , = a./3yog,a.13g,yo , a:/3 = < g,ag,p >, 
m =< µ >, mAB = z-4 < µgA gB >, p =< p >, pA = z-2 < pgA >, 

we arrive at the length-scale model equations: 

(3) 

where Na.f3 is in-piane stress tensor; some terms depend explicitly on the parameter l. 
Equations (3) with averaged constant coefficients, make it possible to analyse the 

length-scale effect in dynamie processes and also in a stability of periodic plates. The 
basie unknowns W, Q4, A=l, .. . ,N, are slowly varying functions. For a rectangular plate 
with midplane IT=(O,L 1)x(O,L2) two boundary conditions should be defined on the edges 
x1=0, L1 and x2=0, L2 only for the macrodeflection W. Hence, functions g' are called 
interna! variables. To derive equations (3) we have previously to obtain the mode-shape 
functions gA, A=l, .. . ,N, for every periodic plate under consideration. In the most cases 
N=l and g=g1 is an approximate solution to the eigenvalue problem on the cell. 

At the end of this section we show that a model without the length-scale effect is 
a special case of the length-scale model. Neglecting terms with the parameter I in (3) 
and substituting (3h into (3) 1 we obtain 

A B AB -I .. 
[ Da./3yo - D1a Da.p ( D ) ]W:a./3yo - N ap W:ap + mW = P. 

The above equation describes the averaged model called the homogenised model. 

4. ANAL YSIS OF DYNAMIC STABILITY 

(4) 

Let us consider a simply supported plate band with span L along x1-axis. It is 
assumed that the plate is made of an isotropic piece-wise periodically homogeneous 
materiał along x 1- and xraxis and has the periodic thickness h along x1- and xraxis. 
Moreover, assume that the plate mass density p and Poisson's ratio v are constant, but 
Young's modulus Eis periodically variable; loadings p are neglected and the plate band 
is compressed along x 1- and xraxis, hence N12=N21=0. Let us consider a case with only 
one mode-shape function g (i. e. A=N=l) as the approximate form of solution to the 
certain eigenvalue problem posed on the cell: g=g1=i2[cos(2n.x1//1)cos(2nxz//2)+c], 
where the constant cis derived from the condition <µg>=O. Moreover, for the assumed 

symmetric cell and symmetric form of mode-shape function, we have Di12 = Dl1 =O. 

Denote Q=Q1, x=x1, h1 = hU ,h2 = hH and B=<Eh3/12(1-v2)>, and also N1=-N, 1, 

N2=-N22. Assume that N1 is time-dependent function and N2 is independent of time. 
For the plate band under consideration after some manipulations from equations 
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(3) we obtain the following equation for the macrodeflection W 

Solutions to (5) satisfying boundary conditions for the simply supported plate band on 
the edges x=O, L we assume in the form 

00 

W(x,t) = Lam sin(amx)T(t), (6) 
m=l 

where am=mn/L, m=l, 2, .... Because the wavelengths of W are sufficiently large 
compared to I and hence aml<<l and also h/1<<1, in the sequel we shall apply the 

simplified form of (5) in which terms l 4mllBW,11 ll, l 4mll (N1W,11 ) can be neglected as 

small compared to (D11 
- N1/2h1 - N2l2h2 )mW. Introducing the following denotations 

N_ =am
2
[B-(Di'1) 2(D 11 t 1

], N+ =(D11l-2 -N2h2)h1-1 +am\Dl1)2(D11 t1, (7) 
(I)_ 2 = a"I 4[B -(Dl1)2(Dlltl]m-1, CO+ 2 = D11z-4(mlltl' N+ = n11z-2h1-1, 

the frequency equation (5) within the length-scale model can be written as (8) 

:: 2 -1 "' -1 " 2 2 -1 -1 "' -1 
T + W+ [1- (N1 + N2h2h1 )N+ ]T + W+ w_ (1- N1N- )(1- N1N+ )N+N+ T = O 

(8) 
Assuming N 1=Na+N„cospt, where p is a frequency of oscillations of force N1, 

introducing z=pt; denoting T'=8T/8z and also 

(9) 

we obtain from (8) the following equation 

T"" + ~(1- cp cos z )T" + ~-~+ (1- cp_ cos z )(1- <p+ cos z )t;T = O. (IO) 

Equation (IO) is a starting point of analysis of dynamie stability of the plate band under 
consideration in the framework of the length-scale model. 

Now, let us consider the above problem in the framework of the homogenised 
model. From equation (4) we arrive at 

Denoting N1-=--N11 and assuming solutions to the above equation as (6), after some 
manipulations, we obtain the frequency equation for the macrodeflection W, which can 
be written in the form under denotations (7) 
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·· 2 -I T + O)_ (I - NI N_ )T = o. 
Assuming N1=Na+Nhcospt, introducing z=pt, using (9) equation ( 11) takes the form 

T" +~-(1-q,_cosz)T =0. 

(11) 

(12) 

It can be observed that the above equation (12) for the homogenised model of 
periodic plates has a form of the known Mathieu' s equation, which describes dynamie 
stability or parametric vibrations of different structures ( e. g. bars, plates, etc., cf. 
(7, 4]). Using this equation we can determine for parameters q>-, ś- regions of 
parametric resonance [ 4] neglecting the effect of the cell size. 

However, in the framework of the length-scale model we derive the fourth order 
equation (10) which can be treated as a certain generalization of the Mathieu's equation. 
This equation makes it possible to investigate the effect of the mesostructure parameter / 
on a shape of boundaries of regions of stable and unstable vibrations. 

5.REMARKS 

It is necessary to emphasized that the presented modelling approach, different 
from the known homogenisation methods for periodic plates, leads to the model, which 
makes it possible to investigate the length-scale effect on the overall behaviour of these 
plates ( cf. (3 ]). The main advantage of this model is that analysed problems are 
described by relatively simple differentia] equations with constant coefficients. Thus, 
the length-scale model can be used to analyse many engineering problems. 

Using this model we can investigate the length-scale effect on dynamie stability 
problems, parametric vibrations and boundaries of regions of stable and unstable 
vibrations for Kirchhoff-type plates with periodic structure. 
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